
 

Daily Market Update for May 24 

  

At the end of trading on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange yesterday, the market composite 

index NSEASI gained 215.53 points to close at 27,231.50 from an opening figure of 27,015.97 

representing 0.80 percent growth to reverse the previous trading session loss of 0.37 percent on the 

heel of MPC meeting outcome.  The retention of MPR at 12 percent and other instrument of 

monetary policy tools that were retained as a result of recent negative growth of the economy was 

to pull the system out of gloomy situation and to avoid going into recession. As funds are expected 

to start emanating from the highest spender through budget implementation, stimulus package or 

palliative measure put in place to jump start the economy for progressive change and movement out 

of the red card situation should be hasten.  The MPC policy stance on the economy supports 

investment environment as the proposed flexible exchange rate window may attract foreign 

investors to the market and the economy.  

Similarly the market capitalization gained N70.33 billion to N9.35 trillion from the previous day value 

of N9.31 trillion.  The leading index year to date returns stands at negative 4.93 percent, while 

market capitalization for the same period lost N497.96 billion.  

 The market breadth reversed to positive as pull takes in charge to boost the number of advancers to 

outpace the decliners in the ratio of 24 to 18.  The volume of trades stood at 274 million shares in 

contrast to 316 million shares, representing 13.4 percent decline while value recorded N1.54 billion 

as against N1.91 billion, representing 19.38 percent drop from their previous trading levels. This 

drop were attributed to investors waiting to hear the outcome of the MPC meeting that were 

ongoing during the day trading. The highly capitalized stocks and others rally toward the end of the 

day trading as the news of MPC meeting was out.  Transactions in the shares of FBNH, UBA, ACCESS, 

ZENITH and FCMB topped the activity chart as most traded equities as measured by volume.  

The composite index NSEASI and other sectorial indices were upbeat except for the NSE INS that 

shed 0.42 percent as companies in the sector share price was adjusted for dividend and investors 

took some profit.   

   

  

NSEASI DAILY TIME FRAME 

  



NSEASI has enjoyed strong rally since it breakout the March resistance level, the new market 

uptrend has confirmed the bull ascendancy on the exchange again but now at the second resistance 

waiting for a break out or reversal depending on market forces this morning as the market open. The 

probability that the positive performance will be maintained is high.  With the expected market 

reaction to MPC policy stance the up ride is likely to continue today.  The 20 and 50 day moving 

average forming a support line for index movement and crossing each below the index is a strong 

signal for bull market. RSI is reading 74.34 while MACD is still bullish. CCI is signaling sell.  Money 

Flow Iindex, in the last two trading days slowdown but signal funds are still entering the market.  

Investors and traders should target fundamentally sound stocks that are still selling at a discount 

despite the recent rally. 

    

  

  

  

 


